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GREETINGS! 
 

We are excited to introduce MUMAYIZAT – Oman's premier benefits and discounts card, represen�ng the 
na�on's first CORPORATE PRIVILEGE CARD. MUMAYIZAT offers an exclusive and private membership with 
a myriad of benefits, privileges, discounts, and special offers tailored specifically for corporate sector 
employees. Our extensive network spans thousands of Trade Partners within Oman, with plans to expand 
shortly in the GCC. 
 

MUMAYIZAT forges partnerships with major corporate houses, including government sectors, making it an 
unparalleled avenue to reward and mo�vate your employees who play a pivotal role in the success of your 
organiza�on. Recognizing employees as the most significant assets for any corpora�on, MUMAYIZAT 
serves as a gateway to a world of exclusive privileges, special offers, discounts, and more. 
 

By joining MUMAYIZAT, your employees gain access to over 800+ discount outlets, with this number 
con�nuously growing. These outlets offer incredible advantages, such as exclusive discounts, promo�ons, 
gi�s, upgrades, and more. The MUMAYIZAT card covers 24 categories, including general expenses, retail, 
wellness, and food and beverage costs, ensuring comprehensive benefits for the cardholder. 
 

Having already partnered with over 100 leading Omani corporates, our total membership has surpassed 
15,000, and the card is extendable to the cardholder's family members, providing added happiness and 
benefits, resul�ng in substan�al savings and increased spending power. 
 

As the corporate or human resources head, choosing to offer your employees the MUMAYIZAT scheme is 
an excellent way to mo�vate them further, fostering increased zeal and passion. This creates a mutually 
beneficial scenario for both employer and employee. 
 

Feel free to contact TEAM MUMAYIZAT for a personalized presenta�on and seamless sign-ups. We look 
forward to the opportunity to discuss how MUMAYIZAT can elevate your employee reward programs. 

An Opportunity To Reward Your Staffs 

Sincerely, 

Team MUMAYIZAT | +968 7755 7711 


